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Abstract.
Background: Metabolic myopathies are a heterogenous group of muscle diseases typically characterized by exercise intolerance, myalgia and progressive muscle weakness. Effective treatments for some of these diseases are available, but while our
understanding of the pathogenesis of metabolic myopathies related to glycogen storage, lipid metabolism and ␤-oxidation is
well established, evidence linking treatments with the precise causative genetic defect is lacking.
Objective: The objective of this study was to collate all published evidence on pharmacological therapies for the aforementioned metabolic myopathies and link this to the genetic mutation in a format amenable to databasing for further computational
use in line with the principles of the “treatabolome” project.
Methods: A systematic literature review was conducted to retrieve all levels of evidence examining the therapeutic efficacy
of pharmacological treatments on metabolic myopathies related to glycogen storage and lipid metabolism. A key inclusion
criterion was the availability of the genetic variant of the treated patients in order to link treatment outcome with the genetic
defect.
Results: Of the 1,085 articles initially identified, 268 full-text articles were assessed for eligibility, of which 87 were carried
over into the final data extraction. The most studied metabolic myopathies were Pompe disease (45 articles), multiple acyl-CoA
dehydrogenase deficiency related to mutations in the ETFDH gene (15 articles) and systemic primary carnitine deficiency (8
articles). The most studied therapeutic management strategies for these diseases were enzyme replacement therapy, riboflavin,
and carnitine supplementation, respectively.
Conclusions: This systematic review provides evidence for treatments of metabolic myopathies linked with the genetic defect
in a computationally accessible format suitable for databasing in the treatabolome system, which will enable clinicians to
acquire evidence on appropriate therapeutic options for their patient at the time of diagnosis.
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INTRODUCTION
Though individually uncommon, rare genetic disorders affect over 300 million people worldwide
[1]. While gene-based therapy may not be available for many of these disorders, there are numerous
rare diseases for which pharmacological therapies
can ameliorate the clinical phenotype, limit disease
progression, and increase life expectancy. However,
as clinicians’ exposure to these disorders is limited
due to the low prevalence and incidence within the
population, there is often a significant lag between
diagnosis and initiation of evidence-based treatment.
This lag leads to an increased burden on the healthcare
system and suboptimal patient care. As more patients
are diagnosed genetically through high-throughput
DNA sequencing, the implementation of an electronic decision-support system that links genetic
diagnoses with possible treatment options through
analysis tools such as the RD-Connect GenomePhenome Analysis Platform [2] can flag treatments
at the time of diagnosis, thus decreasing this delay.
The development of this readily available computer-aided support system, now termed the ‘treatabolome’ [3, 4], is an ongoing international collective
research effort. The process begins with individual
systematic reviews to critically appraise and summarize the scientific evidence for treatments for certain
rare genetic disorders at the genetic-variant level.
After databasing this information and making it computationally accessible, the resulting interface will
empower clinicians with the latest evidence when
deciding the management plan for a patient newly
diagnosed with a rare genetic disorder. Previous
reviews for the treatabolome have been completed on
congenital myasthenic syndromes [4] and hereditary
peripheral neuropathies [5]. The present systematic
review will define the treatabolome for metabolic
myopathies related to glycogen and lipid storage/
metabolism.
Broadly, metabolic myopathies can be classified
based on the perturbed metabolism of a specific
fuel source. Inborn errors that lead to abnormal glucose storage either in the muscle and/or liver are
known as glycogen storage diseases (GSDs). These
disorders can be the result of mutations related to
glycogen synthesis, degradation, or regulation. The
clinical presentation of the associated myopathy is
muscle cramps, exercise intolerance, and progressive weakness in the trunk and extremities [6]. These
symptoms are often accompanied by cardiomyopathy, rhabdomyolysis, and myoglobinuria. 15 types of

GSDs have been identified, with five accounting for
94% of cases [7]. Four of them involve the liver: GSD
I/von Gierke disease, GSD III, GSD VI/Hers disease,
and GSD IX, while GSD II/Pompe disease predominantly affects the muscle [7]. Noteworthily, the gene
affected in GSD III, amyloglucosidase (AGL) gene,
is expressed in both skeletal muscle and the liver.
The majority of cases involve both organs, known as
GSD IIIa; however, 15% of patients experience liver
involvement without muscle disease (GSD IIIb), [7].
The difference between GSDs and myopathies
related to fatty acid metabolism defects is that the
latter produces muscle symptoms, namely myalgia,
after prolonged exercise [6]. Fatty acid oxidation disorders (FAODs) are inborn errors related to defects in
the failure of the mitochondrial beta-oxidation pathway and/or the carnitine-based shuttle of fatty acids
into the mitochondria. In addition to symptoms being
triggered by prolonged exercise, infections and fasting can also trigger multisystemic symptoms such as
cardiomyopathy, encephalopathy, and liver failure,
in addition to the myopathy. FAODs are categorized based on the length of the carbon chain of
the fatty acid that is oxidized: short-chain (two to
four), medium-chain (six to 12), long-chain (14 to
18), or very-long-chain (20 or more) [7]. Myoadenylate deaminase deficiency, a deficiency related to
purine metabolism, was not examined in this systematic review. Although it is the most prevalent
metabolic myopathy, the majority of those with this
inborn error are asymptomatic and this deficiency can
co-exist with another metabolic myopathy. It would
be difficult to link the response to pharmacological
treatment to the genetic variant [8, 9].
Current treatment strategies for metabolic myopathies are limited. Most notably, a recombinant
human acid alfa-glucosidase (rhGAA) enzymatic
replacement therapy (ERT) was approved for the
treatment of Pompe disease in 2006 [10]. This treatment has led to increased survival in patients with the
severe infantile-onset form with complete amelioration of the cardiomyopathy and dysphagia, as well
as partial normalization in skeletal muscle function
and strength [11–13]. For other myopathic GSDs,
primary management strategies are to reduce the
incidence of muscle energy crises through exercise
and dietary recommendations. GSD V/McArdle disease is one of the most studied myopathic GSDs,
with many studies advocating for closely monitored
exercise training to increase the threshold for triggering myalgias, muscle cramping, and rhabdomyolysis.
Monitored exercise training can be coupled with
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pre-exercise simple carbohydrate, such as sucrose,
supplementation to bypass glycogenolytic defects
and increase available fuel. The opposite is observed
in GSDs related to glycolysis defects [6, 14]. Similarly, for FAODs, education provision is instrumental
in avoiding increasing susceptibility to myalgias.
Avoiding strenuous exercise in fasted-states or during
ongoing infections, along with dietary modifications
(high carbohydrate and low fat) are the mainstays for
management strategies [6]. Overall, current recommendations for metabolic myopathies advocate for
supportive therapy and symptomatic management,
ranging from routine cardiac monitoring to invasive
ventilation [15].
In summary, there is a growing body of evidence
to support the use of supplements to replenish the
affected deficiency in metabolic myopathies, mostly
in the form of case reports and other observational studies. While the scientific format of these
publications allows for in-depth analysis of these
rare diseases, they are not conducive to rapid sharing of information to guide clinical decisions. The
goal of this systematic review is to summarize all
forms of scientific evidence on pharmacological
treatment strategies for metabolic myopathies related
to glycogen storage and lipid metabolism. This novel
review will be part of an on-going international
research effort to create a hub, the treatabolome, that
links genetic diagnosis to evidence for management
strategies.

METHODS
The design of this systematic review followed the
treatabolome review strategy [3], which is based
on the Cochrane Collaboration methodology [16].
Evidence was assessed using the Oxford Centre
for Evidence-Based Medicine (CEBM) 2011 Levels
of Evidence [17], similar to previous treatabolome
projects [4, 5]. The output follows the FAIR (Findable, Accessible, Interoperable, and Reusable) guidelines to ensure expertise sharing and knowledge
translation [18]. All forms of clinical and observational research examining the therapeutic efficacy
of pharmacological interventions in patients with
metabolic myopathies related to an inborn error with
glycogen and lipid storage and metabolism were
included. A key inclusion criterion was that the
genetic variant of the treated patients must be provided, in order to link the outcomes to the specific
genetic mutation. Systematic reviews identified in
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our search were considered for narrative purposes
but did not undergo eligibility assessment.
Inclusion criteria
As mentioned above, we considered all forms of
clinical and observational research. This included, but
was not limited to, studies employing a randomized
controlled trial (RCT), non-RCT or open-labelled
uncontrolled trial formats or observational reports
such as case reports, case series and cohort studies.
The research articles’ participants were children or
adults with a genetically confirmed metabolic myopathy related to defects in glycogen and lipid storage
and metabolism. A list of the eligible GSDs and
corresponding mutated gene involved is provided
in Table 1. For the purpose of this review, GSD
Type II, Pompe Disease, was considered a myopathic
GSD despite the pathophysiology affecting lysosomal metabolism. A myopathic GSD was defined as
a mutation in a gene related to glycogen metabolism
either expressed in skeletal muscle or expressed in
other tissue but with a myopathy phenotype. Mutated
genes associated with myopathies related to lipid
metabolism can be seen in Table 2. These metabolic
myopathies were categorized based on their physiological impairment: defects in the carnitine-based
shuttling, mitochondrial beta-oxidation or the storage
of the lipid in the muscle cell.
We considered all appropriate outcome measures
to assess the therapeutic response to pharmacological intervention in these metabolic myopathies. This
included but was not limited to standardized assessment scales, objective measures of muscle strength
and function, biochemical markers and reported clinical improvement in disease phenotype. Examples of
improvements in disease phenotype include regaining ambulation, reducing the need for ventilation,
feeding tubes or dialysis, and an increase in ability
to perform both activities and instrumental activities
of daily living. Studies were excluded if the response
to therapy was ambiguously described in a manner that could not be extracted for the treatabolome.
For example, a case report or case series explaining that a therapy was trialed after genetic diagnosis,
but improvements were subjectively reported but not
measured.
Literature and trial database search
Following the treatabolome methodology for systematic reviews [3], we developed an electronic
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Table 1
Description of the myopathic glycogen storage diseases considered in this systematic review

Disease

Enzymatic deficiency

OMIM

Gene
Tissue expression
affected

Key clinical symptoms with HPO term
identifier

GSD 0b

Muscle glycogen
synthase
Acid
alpha-glucosidase
deficiency
Glycogen debrancher
deficiency

611556

GYSA1

232300

GAA

232400

AGL

Skeletal muscle

Cardiomyopathy (0001638), Exercise
intolerance (0003546)
Cardiomyopathy (0001638), Hypotonia
(0001290), Muscle weakness (0001324),
Respiratory insufficiency (0002093)
Cardiomyopathy (0001638), Hepatomegaly
(0002240), Muscle weakness (0001324)

232500

GBE1

Skeletal muscle

232600

PYGM

Skeletal muscle

232800

PFK

Skeletal muscle

261670

PGAM2

Ubiquitous
expression

GSD XII

Glycogen branching
enzyme deficiency
Myophosphorylase
deficiency
Muscle phosphofructokinase
deficiency
Muscle-specific
Phosphoglycerate
Mutase deficiency
Aldolase a deficiency

611881

ALDOA

Skeletal muscle

GSD XIII

Enolase 3 deficiency

612932

ENO3

Skeletal and
cardiac muscle

GSD II/Pompe
disease
GSD III/
Forbes-Cori
disease
GSD IV/Andersen
disease
GSD V/McArdle
disease
GSD VII/Tarui
disease
GSD X

search strategy of several databases to identify all
the potentially relevant research articles for this treatabolome. Search terms were generated using relevant
alternative names of the aforementioned metabolic
myopathies and synonyms for “genetic diagnosis”
and “pharmacological management”. To be more specific with our yield we used the syntax to only search
the title and abstract for our metabolic myopathies
terms (see Supplementary File 1). Our first search
was done on the PubMed database. Next, to ensure we
included the highest forms of evidence, we searched
for clinical trials and systematic reviews using
the Cochrane Central Register of Controlled Trials
(CENTRAL), the ClinicalTrials.gov and EU Clinical
Trials registers, and the Centre for Reviews and Dissemination database, which includes the Database of
Abstracts of Reviews of Effects (DARE) and NHS
Economic Evaluation Database (NHS EED). When
a relevant research article was identified, manually
searching for the principal investigator’s previous
work was undertaken to further populate our initial
search. Finally, references of systematic reviews and
select literature reviews were manually screened and
relevant articles were included as part of the review.
After discarding duplicates and removing irrelevant research articles based on title and abstract
screening, the remaining articles underwent full-text
assessment. Reasons for exclusion of ineligible articles can be seen in the PRISMA flowchart (Fig. 1).

Skeletal and
cardiac muscle
Ubiquitous
expression

Cardiomyopathy (0001638), Hepatomegaly
(0002240), Muscle weakness (0001324)
Exercise intolerance (0003546), Myalgia
0003738), Muscle weakness (0001324)
Exercise intolerance (0003546), Hemolytic
anemia (0001930), Muscle weakness
(0001324)
Exercise intolerance (0003546), Myalgia
(0003738), Muscle weakness (0001324)
Hemolytic anemia (0001930), Muscle
weakness (0001324)
Exercise intolerance (0003546), Myalgia
0003738), Muscle weakness (0001324)

Once the relevant articles were selected for the
treatabolome, each article underwent data extraction.
Characteristics required for a narrative summary were
extracted using a standardized extraction form (see
Supplementary File 2). This information included
design, number of participants, genetic diagnosis,
age at diagnosis and treatment initiation, treatment
characteristics: type, dose, frequency, and duration
of treatment, and characteristics of the outcome measures.
RESULTS
The initial PubMed database search retrieved 821
records for title and abstract review. An additional
191 potentially relevant articles were discovered
through searching the background literature for
RCTs or other clinical drug trials listed on CENTRAL, Clinicaltrials.gov and Embase. Finally, 57
articles were selected from scanning the references
of included studies or relevant reviews for screening and assessment of eligibility. Following title and
abstract screening, 817 articles were excluded, with
the majority of these studies either being basic science
publications covering muscle metabolism related to
metabolic myopathies or publications pertaining to
Friedreich’s ataxia. The gene responsible for Pompe
disease, GAA, was frequently mistaken by the textbased search as the trinucleotide sequence (GAA)
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Table 2
Description of metabolic myopathies related to defects in the carnitine-based shuttling, mitochondrial beta-oxidation or the storage of the
lipid in the muscle cell considered in this systematic review
Gene

Enzymatic deficiency

OMIM Affected Process

Key clinical symptoms with HPO term
identifier

ACADVL

Very long-chain Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase

609575 Beta-oxidation

HADHA

Long-chain 3-hydroxyAcyl-CoA
dehydrogenase

609016 Beta-oxidation

HADHA,
HADHB

Either alpha or beta subunits of the
mitochondrial trifunctional protein
(trifunctional protein deficiency)
Multiple Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase

609015 Beta-oxidation

Short-chain Acyl-CoA dehydrogenase

201470 Beta-oxidation

ORGANIC CATION TRANSPORTER
(Systemic primary carnitine deficiency)

603377 Carnitine-based
transport

Hypoglycemia (0001985), Hepatomegaly
(0002240), Cardiomyopathy (0001638),
Exercise-induced rhabdomyolysis (0009045)
Hypoglycemia (0001985), Hepatomegaly
(0002240), Cardiomyopathy (0001638),
Exercise-induced rhabdomyolysis (0009045)
Hypoglycemia (0001985), Hepatomegaly
(0002240), Cardiomyopathy (0001638),
Exercise-induced rhabdomyolysis (0009045)
Hypoglycemia (0001985), Hepatomegaly
(0002240), Cardiomyopathy (0001638),
Muscle weakness (0001324)
Hypotonia (0001290), Muscle weakness
(0001324), Failure to thrive (0001508)
Hypoglycemia (0001985), Hepatomegaly
(0002240), Cardiomyopathy (0001638),
Exercise-induced rhabdomyolysis (0009045)
Hypoglycemia (0001985), Hepatomegaly
(0002240), Cardiomyopathy (0001638)
Hypoglycemia (0001985), Hepatomegaly
(0002240), Cardiomyopathy (0001638),
Exercise-induced rhabdomyolysis (0009045)
Hepatomegaly (0002240), Cardiomyopathy
(0001638), Hypoglycemia (0001985)
Exercise-induced rhabdomyolysis (0009045),
Myalgia (0003326)

ETFA,
ETFB,
ETFDH
ACADS
SLC22A5

SLC25A20 Carnitine/acylcarnitine translocase
CPT2

Carnitine palmitoyltransferase 2

CPT1A

Carnitine palmitoyltransferase 1A

LPIN1

Lipin-1 deficiency

ABHD5

Acyltransferase (Chanarin-Dorfman
syndrome/neutral lipid storage disease with
ichthyosis)
Triglyceride lipase

PNPLA2

231680 Beta-oxidation

613698 Carnitine-based
transport
255110 Carnitine-based
transport
600528 Carnitine-based
transport
268200 Triglyceride and
phospholipid
biosynthesis
604780 Triglyceride
metabolism
610717 Triglyceride
metabolism

responsible for Friedreich’s ataxia, which is an unrelated (non-metabolic) neurological disorder. This
similarity resulted in many research articles related
to Friedreich’s ataxia being identified in our initial
search. A further 181 articles were excluded following full text review. The majority of these studies
were excluded because there was no confirmatory
genetic diagnosis, the treatment data was insufficiently detailed for extraction, or the intervention was
diet or exercise-based. The systematic review process
is illustrated in the PRISMA flowchart in Fig. 1
The remaining 87 articles [19–105] underwent full
data extraction. These publications included observational studies such as case reports, case series
and cohort studies and clinical studies including
single-arm, open label, uncontrolled and randomized, controlled trials. The most studied metabolic
myopathies were Pompe disease (45 articles), multiple acyl-coenzyme a dehydrogenase deficiency
(MCADD) due to electron transfer flavoprotein dehy-

Congenital ichthyosiform erythroderma
(0007479), Muscle weakness (0001324),
Hepatomegaly (0002240)
Hepatomegaly (0002240), Myopathy
(0003198)

drogenase (ETFDH) mutations (15 studies) and
primary systemic carnitine deficiency (8 studies).
49.4% (43 articles) examined rhGAA for ERT in
Pompe disease, followed by riboflavin (17 articles) and carnitine supplementation (11 studies) in
MCADD and FAOD related to carnitine-based shuttle
defects, respectively. Table 3 provides key recommendations and references from extracted data and
Supplementary File 2 provides full extraction detail.
While Cochrane reviews typically only consider
publications with a high level of evidence (such
as RCTs), this strict approach would result in very
few publications in rare disease being eligible for
consideration. The treatabolome approach is therefore to review all types of study returned by the
search, but to clearly indicate the limitations of
the evidence by providing evidence levels according to the CEBM evidence levels. The majority of
the evidence included in this review is in the form
of observational studies, mainly cohort and case
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Fig. 1. PRISMA flow diagram showing the literature evaluation process for the systematic review.

reports or series, which are considered lower levels
of evidence than randomized controlled trials. This
is not surprising as cumulatively, the overall incidence of all GSD subtypes is 1:40,000 [106], while
the most common lipid-metabolism related myopathy, MCADD, has an incidence of 1:9,000 [107]. The
findings across these studies are generally similar
and positive. For example, across all the evidence
regarding ERT in both IOPD and LOPD, 42 out of
284 patients did not respond positively. This corresponded to 36 unique genetic variants, 17 of which
were described to benefit from ERT in other included
papers. The majority of the patients encompassed by
the other 19 genetic variants did show a degree of
cardiomyopathy rescue, motor improvement or prolonged life expectancy. However, later they regressed
in motor milestones, became ventilator-dependent or
contracted a pneumonia. Ultimately, ERT was benefi-

cial in extending life years, however the participants’
phenotypes were frailer and at higher risk of infection
and respiratory distress.
There was no similar discrepancy when summarizing the literature on riboflavin and carnitine supplementation for MCADD related to ETFDH mutation
and FAODs related to carnitine transport deficiencies. The 3 patients with MCADD related to the
ETFDH mutation across the 11 studies died of an
acquired infection during the treatment observation period. Only the patient who did not have a
primary carnitine deficiency did not benefit from carnitine supplementation. This is consistent with the
literature, suggesting that carnitine supplementation
should only be given in the case of primary deficiencies such as those related to SLC25A20 and SLC22A5
mutations but less often the case with other longchain FAOD.

Table 3
Key recommendations for the metabolic myopathies related to defects in glycogen storage or lipid metabolism
Disease

Subtype

Myopathies related to glycogen storage disease
GAA
Pompe Disease
Infantileonset

Late-onset

PYGM

McArdle disease

Myopathies related to defects of beta-oxidation enzymes
ETFDH
Multiple acyl-coenzyme A
dehydrogenase/Glutaric
Aciduria II
ETFA
Multiple acyl-coenzyme A
dehydrogenase/Glutaric
acidemia IIA
SLC52A1
Multiple acyl-coenzyme A
dehydrogenase
HADHB
Trifunctional protein deficiency

First-line treatment
recommendation

Supplemental treatment
recommendation

Likely ineffective

Myozyme© at 20–40 mg/kg
q1-2weeks

Immune tolerance induction
with rituximab, methotrexate
and intravenous
immunoglobulin OR
bortezomib

Albuterol

Vitamin B6 at 90 mg qd

Ramipril if two copies of ACE
deletion mutation at 5 mg qd

Gentamycin

Riboflavin at 30–400 mg

coenzyme Q10 at 100–500 mg
qd L-Carnitine at
50–400 mg/kg OR 1-2 g
Riboflavin at 100 mg qd,
L-Carnitine at 50 mg/kg qd,
coenzyme Q10 at 100 mg qd

Glucocorticoids

sodium-D,L-3-hydroxybutyrate
at 360–2600 mg/kg qd

12 Observational Studies
4 Single-arm nonrandomized
trials
1 Uncontrolled open-label study
1 Observational study
1 Randomized Controlled Trial
15 Observational studies

2 Observational studies

Riboflavin at 100 mg tid
Bezafibrate at 10–20 mg/kg qd

Expert summary of the
evidence
18 Observational studies
7 Single-arm nonrandomized
trials
2 Uncontrolled open-label study

Myozyme© at 20–40 mg/kg
q1-2weeks

Myopathies related to medium- and short-chain fatty acid oxidation disorders
ACADS
Short-chain acyl-CoA
Riboflavin at 100 mg qd
dehydrogenase deficiency
ACADVL
Very-long-chain acyl-CoA
Bezafibrate at 100–400 mg qd
dehydrogenase deficiency
Myopathies related to neutral lipid storage disease
ABDH5/
Chanarin-Dorfman syndrome,
CGI-58
neutral lipid storage disease
with ichthyosis
Myopathies related to carnitine cycle disorders
SLC25A20
Carnitine acylcarnitine
translocase deficiency
SLC22A5
Primary systemic carnitine
deficiency
CPT2
Carnitine palmitoyltransferase
type 2 deficiency

Avoid treatment
(may worsen)

1 Observational study
Triheptanoin(14% of daily
caloric intake)

1 Observational study
1 Randomized controlled trial

L-Carnitine at 100 mg/kg qd

1 Observational study

Triheptanoin(14% of daily
caloric intake)

L-Carnitine

1 Observational study
2 Single-arm studies
1 Randomized controlled trial

Acitretin at 10 mg bid

2 Observational studies

L-Carnitine at 200–300 mg/kg
qd
L-Carnitine at Carnitine
100 mg/kg qd
L-Carnitine at 2400 mg qd

1 Observational study
Triheptanoin (14% of daily
caloric intake)
Triheptanoin (14% of daily
caloric intake), Bezafibrate at
10–20 mg/kg qd

8 Observational studies
1 Randomized controlled trial
1 Observational study
1 Single-arm study
1 Randomized controlled trial
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Gene
involved
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Systematic reviews
We found one systematic review and meta-analysis
that evaluated the effect of ERT on long-term outcomes and survival in patients with LOPD [108].
Overall, the meta-analysis demonstrated a 5-fold
reduction in mortality rate with attenuated reduction
in forced vital capacity and an augmented response
in ambulation gained. This study included 19 studies
and trials. A confirmed genetic diagnosis was not an
inclusion criterion for this review. From the 19 studies, six were included in this project [29, 33, 80, 81,
85, 98]. A further ten of the included studies had been
identified by our initial search but were not included
because there was no variant data for the patients.
The remaining three articles were not identified by
our initial search strategy because two did not have
an intervention and one was a poster.
Another systematic review [109] highlighted the
evidence to support newborn screening (NBS) for
Pompe disease to reinforce policy change for its addition to the NBS battery in healthcare systems. In this
systematic review, the authors suggested it would be
invaluable to study the effects of early ERT intervention following NBS confirmation of infantileonset Pompe disease (IOPD) or pre-symptomatic
detection of late-onset Pompe disease (LOPD). For
IOPD, current guidelines recommend treatment initiation when diagnosis is confirmed with concurrent
immune tolerance induction (ITI) if the cross-reactive
immunologic material (CRIM) status is negative.
CRIM-status is indicative of endogenous GAA
enzyme protein, where a negative status means the
patient is null for the endogenous enzyme, increasing their likelihood of developing high and sustained
antibody titers to the ERT, influencing clinical outcomes and ERT effectiveness. Guidelines for LOPD
management require patients to follow-up every three
months during the first year of life and every three
to twelve months thereafter. ERT initiation is recommended if signs or symptoms of LOPD emerge during
these follow-up appointments [110]. Since the time of
this systematic review, four case series [12, 111–113],
two of them published on the same cohort in Taiwan
[112, 113] support the recommended algorithm for
IOPD and LOPD ERT initiation for both short-term
and long-term survival, disease-reversal and clinical
improvement. A case series [114] and open-label trial
[115] examining the ERT concurrent with ITI following NBS diagnosis of CRIM-negative IOPD supports
the combination therapy and early ITI therapy as a
safe and efficacious treatment option. More recently,

The European Pompe Consortium [116] has recommended starting ERT for LOPD when a diagnosis
of Pompe is confirmed by enzyme activity testing
and/or GAA variant mutation analysis and the patient
has observed skeletal muscle weakness or respiratory muscle involvement. Routine follow-up should
be maintained for 2 years and then its effectiveness
should be re-evaluated. These guidelines are supported by a systematic review summarizing 10 years
of experience in treating adults with Pompe Disease with ERT. Reasons to stop ERT include the
patient suffering from severe infusion-associated
reactions, development of high antibody titers or no
improvement nor stabilization of skeletal muscle and
respiratory function in the first two years [116].
A systematic review [117] examining the pharmacological treatment strategies in McArdle highlighted
two trials of low dose creatine [118, 119] and one
of oral sucrose supplementation [120] prior to exercise to be efficacious in attenuating exercise-induced
myalgias. However, for all three trials, the genetic
variant data was not available and therefore these articles were not included in the treatabolome for this
disease.
RCTs
Two RCTs were retrieved pertaining to McArdle
disease [19] and long-chain FAOD [121]. A 2008
RCT by Martinuzzi and colleagues [19] sought to
investigate the effect of an angiotensin-converting
enzyme (ACE) inhibitor, Ramipril, on exercise capacity and quality of life in 10 patients with McArdle
disease. The rationale for this double-blind, randomized, placebo-controlled trial was based on previous
work from this group [122] demonstrating that
a common insertion/deletion polymorphism in the
ACE gene is associated with disease severity, where
patients with McArdle disease carrying at least one
allele with a deletion mutation have higher ACE
activity and lower exercise capacity. Overall, there
was no difference in exercise capacity measures performed after treatment with placebo and the ACE
inhibitor. Sub-analysis suggests that the three patients
with two copies of the deletion mutation in the ACE
gene improved significantly compared to the seven
harbouring an insertion/deletion mutation. These
patients did not carry unique genetic variants in the
PYGM gene, the cause of McArdle disease.
Gillingham and colleagues [121] utilized a doubleblind RCT to examine the effect of traditional
medium-chain triglyceride (MCT) supplementation
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in patients with long-chain FAOD. This study
enrolled patients diagnosed with carnitine palmitoyltransferase-2, very long-chain Acyl-Coenzyme A
dehydrogenase (VLCAD), long-chain 3-hydroxy
Acyl-Coenzyme A dehydrogenase or trifunctional
protein deficiencies, with confirmatory genetic mutations in the CPT2, ACADVL, HADHA and HADHB
genes, respectively. This study demonstrated both
structural, physiological and functional cardiac
improvements with triheptanoin, a seven-carbon fatty
acid triglyceride, compared to the eight-carbon fatty
acid triglyceride, trioctanoin.
Several RCTs related to these metabolic myopathies were not included in this review because there
was either no confirmatory genetic diagnosis or it was
not stated in the manuscript. Most notably, the hallmark RCT for ERT in patients with LOPD was not
included [123]. Despite stating that all the included
participants had a confirmatory genetic diagnosis of
Pompe disease, the specific variant information was
not provided. This was also the case in another RCT
examining the cardiovascular effects of ERT and an
RCT examining bezafibrate in carnitine palmitoyltransferase (CPT) II and VLCAD deficiencies [124,
125].
Case reports, case series and open-label trials
The remaining 85 articles were either observational studies or open-label and/or nonrandomized
clinical trials. The number of each observational and
clinical trials studied for each disease and pharmacological intervention is stated in Table 3. The most
commonly studied GSD was Pompe disease with 45
research articles. 28 studies focused on IOPD and
27 studied LOPD. 36 research articles examined the
effectiveness of ERT with the majority being alglucosidase alfa (marketed as Myozyme, FDA approved
in 2010) [108] at a dose of 20–40 mg/kg every 12 weeks. 8 studies examined combination ERT with
ITI in CRIM-negative IOPD (those devoid of endogenous GAA, increasing their likelihood of developing
high sustained antibody titers), and finally one study
evaluated the effectiveness of albuterol as an additive
therapy to ERT. 182 different mutations in the GAA
gene were identified in 630 patients. The majority of
patients improved in clinical severity and increased
life expectancy with ERT and ITI if CRIM-negative
or a high sustained antibody titer developed. There
were 40 patients across these studies who did not
report a clear benefit. The majority of these patients
(16/40) were CRIM-negative and did not receive ITI
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in accordance with current guidelines [110]. The
other GSD studied was McArdle, which in addition to
the RCT evaluating Ramipril, one case report treated
a patient with vitamin B6 supplementation.
The second most commonly studied pathology was
MCADD due to ETFDH mutations. 15 observational
studies with 52 different ETFDH gene mutations
from 103 patients showed clinical improvements with
riboflavin supplementation at a dose of 50–100 mg,
3 times a day which can further be supplemented
with coenzyme Q10, a secondary associated muscle deficiency seen in the later-onset forms of the
disease. Riboflavin was also studied in a Shortchain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase deficiency case series
as well as a case series and report of MCADD
due to electron transfer flavoprotein A (ETFA gene)
and riboflavin transporter 1 mutations (SLC52A1),
respectively. L-Carnitine supplementation was an
effective management strategy in treating primary
systemic carnitine deficiency and carnitine cycle
defects related to carnitine-acylcarnitine translocase
and carnitine palmitoyltransferase 2 mutations, one
case series found deleterious effects in the treatment of very-long-chain acyl-CoA dehydrogenase
deficiency. Both patients developed a secondary carnitine deficiency and rhabdomyolysis that normalized
once treatment was withdrawn. Treatment with gentamycin in patients with McArdle disease was the
other research article that produced negative results
[49]. Short-term gentamycin treatment does not normalize the disease signature nor cellular metabolism
and energy metabolism.

DISCUSSION
This systematic review summarizes and evaluates
the evidence for pharmacological therapeutic strategies for metabolic myopathies related to glycogen
storage and lipid metabolism. It makes use of the
treatabolome format adding to an on-going international collaborative effort to collate and appraise all
the evidence of pharmacological treatment strategies
for rare diseases at the level of the genetic variant [4,
5]. Our initial search identified 1,069 potentially relevant research articles, of which 87 were included in
our final analysis. The three most studied metabolic
myopathies were: Pompe disease (GAA gene, 45
studies); MADD due to ETFDH gene mutation (15
studies); and primary systemic carnitine deficiency
(SLC22A5 gene, eight studies). The three most studied pharmacological management strategies were:
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ERT for Pompe disease; riboflavin supplementation
for MADD; and carnitine supplementation related
to FAOD. Overall, this treatabolome project identified 307 pathogenic variants in 14 different genes
that resulted in a metabolic myopathy related to a
perturbation in glycogen storage or lipid metabolism.
Alglucosidase alfa, developed by Sanofi Genzyme
and commercially sold as Myozyme and Lumizyme
[4], has been demonstrated to be an effective management strategy for treating both infantile-onset
and symptomatic late-onset Pompe disease. This was
the most heavily studied pharmacological intervention, following its FDA approval in 2006 for LOPD
and expansion into all ages, including infantileonset in 2010 [110]. In 2010, a larger 4,000-liter
scale of recombinant human GAA, Lumizyme, was
approved and most recently demonstrated improvements in cardiomyopathy, no increase requirement
for assisted ventilation and preserved motor function
in IOPD [127]. The standard ERT dose across the
included studies was 20 mg/kg, administered intravenously every two weeks. If there was a minimal
response, or the disease phenotype worsened, dosing
was increased to 40 mg/kg, in accordance with the
current guidelines [13]. Additionally, the earlier the
treatment initiation in patients with IOPD the better
the response in halting the disease progression [12,
114, 128]. Early intervention has resulted in increased
life-expectancy and rescuing the loss of ambulation.
Evidence from this treatabolome project also supports the use of ITI (rituximab and methotrexate with
or without intravenous immune globulin) in CRIMnegative IOPD patients to attenuate the development
of high sustained antibody titers, leading to poor
response to ERT [114, 129]. When examining the
genetic variants who had minimal responses to ERT,
the majority of these patients (16/40) were CRIMnegative and did not receive ITI in accordance with
current guidelines.
Across the 43 studies examining the effects of
ERT on both IOPD and LOPD, 42 patients, encompassing 36 unique genetic variants, did not respond
optimally to ERT. Upon reviewing the individual
response in each of the included studies we concluded
that none of the responses are variant-specific and
therefore do not constitute a reason to not administer ERT for a particular genetic mutation. This is
an important conclusion for this particular review, in
which our aim is to link treatments with causative
genetic variants. The majority of non-responders
highlighted in this review (n = 16) were CRIMnegative but did not receive concurrent ITI therapy.

For 8 other patients, the dosing regimen was less
than the recommended guidelines [13] or there was
a significant delay between diagnosis and treatment
initiation. This included patients with both IOPD
and LOPD. Finally, these seemingly poor responders may be confounded by the length of follow-up
and outcome measures used. While ERT can completely rescue the associated cardiomyopathy and
reduce risk of death by 99% in infants, gross motor
milestones and reduction in risk of invasive ventilation is achieved by a smaller proportion [13]. The
rescuing of the cardiomyopathy and normalization
of other cardiac function measures were seen in all
13 of the patients who declined in terms of muscle and/or respiratory function. Moreover, with the
increased life-expectancy in patients with IOPD, the
risk of becoming ventilator-dependent or regressing
in motor development and muscle strength is further exacerbated. This can be seen in the clinical
trials and observational studies with longer followup [113, 128]. This is observed in three of these
patients who improved in motor development but
later regressed and/or became ventilator-dependent.
Assessment of only one facet of the disease phenotype, such as muscle performance or cardiomyopathy,
can obscure response to ERT. Therefore, we recommend that clinical trials employ multisystemic
measures when evaluating ERT, especially in the
context of IOPD, It is essential that we evaluate
the reversal of the disease phenotype with measures
such as left ventricular mass index, motor milestone
achievement and decrease in ventilation requirement.
Moreover, a distinction needs to be made that with
increased survival, a new phenotype emerges that
is characterized by progressive muscle weakness,
which can lead to the need for oxygen supplementation, assisted feeding and increased predisposition
to aspiration pneumonias and viral infections. While
these outcomes are unfavorable, treatment success
is nevertheless reflected by the increase in life
expectancy. A second-generation recombinant GAA
ERT, avalglucosidase alfa or neoGAA, was biochemically designed to increase uptake into skeletal
muscle. There were minimal improvements in pulmonary and muscle endurance measures as well as no
change from baseline in measured functional ability.
Additionally, the plasma concentration of the drug
exponentially dropped following the end of infusion
[130]. A Phase III RCT comparing the safety and efficacy of neoGAA and alglucosidase alfa in untreated
LOPD was initiated in 2016 and is currently ongoing
(NCT02782741).
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As with all treatabolome reviews, a significant limitation of our review is that our full analysis is limited
to papers providing the precise genetic variant data
for the patients receiving treatment, but unfortunately
this data is frequently not provided as part of the
original study. All evidence regarding the effectiveness of ERT in both IOPD and LOPD included in
this review thus comes from open-label, non-RCT or
observational studies which all correspond to Level
3 and lower on the Oxford CEBM 2011 Levels of
Evidence [17]. Despite our search initially identifying both of the major RCTs examining the effects of
ERT in LOPD [123, 124], neither could be included
in the treatabolome dataset as the genetic variant data
of the study participants was not provided. Although
both RCTs stated that a confirmed genetic diagnosis
of Pompe disease was an inclusion criterion for participants, the precise genetic data was not stated in
any table nor any supplementary data file. Moreover,
the one RCT examining the effects of different doses
of ERT in IOPD was not identified by our search as
it was not a requirement to have a confirmed genetic
diagnosis for study eligibility [131].
This was also the case for many of the industrysponsored clinical trials for ERT in Pompe disease
[123, 132–134]. It is difficult to elucidate the reason for this, whether it be due to ethical concerns
about sharing genetic information or whether it was
simply felt that this information is not required in
a loss-of-function mutation disease. This is a major
challenge in the study of treatments for rare genetic
diseases: in the absence of genetic data, variantspecific responses to therapeutic treatments cannot be
examined. This lack of this information limits future
reuse of the datasets as in our treatabolome example,
and in cases where there is a possibility that specific variants respond differently, the broader field of
research would benefit from the genetic data being
made available as a standard practice. The development of secure sharing databases such as RD-Connect
(2) for this genetic information is a crucial advance
that allows secure sharing of full genomic data. However, the causative variant itself is not generally
considered sensitive data and it is therefore possible
to share this in a publication or supplementary data.
Making it common practice to provide causative variants in publications, even where it is not the primary
purpose of the publication, and also encouraging the
upload of sensitive genetic data to a secure platform,
regardless of the intervention studied, could eliminate
this problem and allow for the collating of evidence
on that particular rare genetic disease.
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The only other GSD included in this treatabolome
project was GSD V, also known as McArdle disease.
Generally, there is little consensus over management
strategies for this disease, with most of the recommendations supported by low-quality evidence.
This finding is reflected in the three included articles studying McArdle’s disease, which all examine a
different intervention: vitamin B6, ramipril, and gentamicin. Only one case reported treating a patient
with McArdle disease with vitamin B6, showing
reduction in creatine kinase levels and renal function recovery following acute rhabdomyolysis. This
outcome corresponds to a weak recommendation that
was supported by low-quality evidence. Ramipril was
a recommendation from high-quality evidence (an
RCT) but was contingent on the patient harboring
two deletion copies of the ACE gene in addition
to the PGYM mutation. Finally, gentamycin did not
have any effect on muscle energy metabolism and
myophosphorylase activity in patients with nonsense
mutations, despite pre-clinical data suggesting that
aminoglycosides facilitate read-through of premature
stop codons [135].
As summarized in a review on myopathic GSDs
[14], there is low-quality evidence to support that
exercise can be a safe and effective treatment for
these metabolic myopathies. The majority of the literature studied is in patients with McArdle disease.
Small observational and cohort studies suggest that
routine moderate aerobic exercise, while avoiding
strenuous anaerobic activity, can increase cardiac
output, muscle strength and function as well as
increase the threshold for triggering myalgia and
cramps. All of the evidence currently supporting exercise as a treatment option for McArdle disease is
found within two open studies and one case report
[136–139]. Higher quality evidence is required to
fully evaluate the therapeutic potential of exercise.
Furthermore, there is high-quality evidence from
RCTs and placebo-controlled cross over studies that
found dietary modifications responsible for attenuating symptoms and exercise intolerance [140–143]. A
higher-carbohydrate diet and oral sucrose administration prior to exercise resulted in improvements in
exercise tolerance. Examples include decreased heart
rate with maximum exertion and maximal oxidative
work capacity. However, creatine and triheptanoin
did not have any effect on metabolic markers indicative of improved exercise intolerance [118, 119, 144].
L-carnitine supplementation was an effective therapeutic intervention in the context of metabolic
myopathies related to defects in the carnitine-based
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transport of fatty acids. This included primary systemic carnitine deficiency and carnitine cycle defects
related to SLC25A20, SLC22A5 and CPT2 mutations.
In VLCAD deficiency, it still remains controversial
whether L-carnitine supplementation is an appropriate therapy [145]. Preclinical murine research has
suggested that supplementation does not raise free
levels of carnitine and instead raise an intermediary
metabolite that may cause toxic side effects [146].
This is supported by a case series [147] included in
this review, where both siblings with ACADVL mutations experienced recurrent rhabdomyolysis upon
carnitine supplementation. More recently, it was suggested that the peroxisome proliferator activated
receptor alpha agonist bezafibrate could be an effective treatment strategy for long-chain-FAOD [148].
The one research article included in this review examining this treatment option showed varied responses
in changes in biochemical profile and number of myopathic attacks [149]. As of now, treatment options for
this cohort of FOADs is centered on dietary management including avoidance of fasting, dietary fat
restriction, and MCT supplementation.
CONCLUSION
Our systematic review has collated evidence for
pharmacologic-based interventions in genetically
confirmed metabolic myopathies related to glycogen
storage and lipid metabolism and created a dataset
linking the treatments with the causative genetic variant. We summarize all the evidence, the majority
being open-label trials and observational studies, on
ERT in both infantile- and late-onset Pompe disease,
riboflavin supplementation in MADD due to ETFDH
mutations and carnitine supplementation in FAOD
related to carnitine deficiency. While most evidence
is classed as CEBM level 3 or 4, this is not unexpected, as cumulatively, the overall incidence of all
GSD subtypes is 1:40,000 [106], while the most common lipid-metabolism related myopathy, MCAD, has
an incidence of 1:9,000 [107]. Although large RCTs
and other clinical trials do not exist for the majority
of these rare genetic diseases, summaries such as this
treatabolome review can still provide clinicians with
guidance about possible therapeutic options and the
level of evidence for each at the time of a patient’s
genetic diagnosis.
Overall, this systematic review will aid in the ongoing populating of a readily accessible database, the
treatabolome, that aims to enable clinicians to easily
acquire evidence on therapeutic options for rare dis-

eases based on genetic findings. By streamlining and
summarizing the available data and feeding it into
an online decision-support system, the lag between
diagnosis and treatment initiation should decrease,
leading to better outcomes, decrease in disease burden and increase in life expectancy. It is our goal that
this treatabolome review on metabolic myopathies
will provide the foundation for a system pointing clinicians to the evidence for the management of these
rare genetic diseases, providing them with the data
they need to make informed treatment choices for
their newly diagnosed patients.
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